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REASONS 
TO GET AN 
ELECTRIC 
BIKE

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY 
eBikes are a great solution for an emission free way to get around.

PERFECT FOR COMMUTING 
No traffic and parking woes. Arrive to work stress and sweat free ready to take on 
the day!

RIDE ANY ROUTE 
eBikes are great equalizers to cruise with any friend, cover big hills and most come 
equipped with lights for 24/7 trips.

EASY ON YOUR WALLET 
It only costs 17¢* to charge a 500 Wh battery which will take you up to 45 miles  
(72 km) on one charge.

KEEPS YOU FIT 
Studies have found that eBike owners ride more often and further resulting in more 
calories burned. eBikes are also ideal for getting back into cycling after an injury or 
starting to ride in the first place.

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE 
Bosch eBikes systems are available on a vast variety of bikes, from road to cargo. 
There is an eBike type for everyone!

IT’S FUN! 
No one ever gets off an eBike without a smile on their face.

*Cost of .33¢ per kWh.
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Safety Matters

Easy to Use

History of Quality

Responsibility & 
Sustainability

Support 
from 1000s 
of Dealers 
Nationwide

Key advantages  
to choosing  
Bosch
History of Quality
Ever since our company was founded in 1886, we 
have delivered products that offer the best quality 
and reliability in order to ‘wow’ our customers. From 
sensors and parts for most cars and cell phones, to 
home appliances, power tools, building technology 
and even the International Space Station.

Responsibility & Sustainability
In 2020, Bosch was the first major industrial 
enterprise to reach carbon neutrality at our over  
400 locations and has even loftier goals for the  
years ahead. Learn more on page 21.

Support from 1000s of
Dealers Nationwide
Our network of over 4,400 dealers in North America 
have been directly certified by our Bosch Technical 
Experts to provide the best customer experience. 
Learn more on page 20.

Easy to Use
Our displays, drive units and batteries are created  
as a seamless system. Over 35 bike brands trust 
Bosch to provide an intuitive, smooth and fun ride 
every time. 

Safety Matters
Our complete eBike system features the UL 
2849 safety standard from the prestigious 
Underwriters Laboratory for peace of mind.

Product innovations 2021
The eBike is more than just another mode of transportation, it is a modern 
approach to living and mobility that is fun and helps you stay active, helping you to 
stay fit. We are proud to introduce new products and functions for a smart connection 
to the digital world, next level eMTB experience, and efficient mobility in the city.

Nyon
The new Nyon paves the way for a fully connected eBike experience: The 
computer with the 3.2-inch high-resolution color display has a touchscreen for 
intuitive operation and is connected with the digital world via the eBike Connect 
smartphone app and the ebike-connect.com online portal.More torque

Increased performance for Cargo, Cargo Speed,  
Performance Speed and Performance CX Drive Units:  
The drives provide support with a maximum torque  
of up to 85 Nm from model year 2020 and newer*.

Performance Line CX 
From model year 2020 and newer, the Performance Line CX will offer even more 
fun on the trail: With a maximum torque of 85 Nm, further development of eMTB 
mode and the new Extended Boost, the riding experience feels more natural, more 
intuitive and even more powerful.

NEW

Kiox 
The new navigation function of the Kiox computer 
supports sporty riders as they explore new areas. 
Kiox uses the eBike Connect smartphone app to 
offer eBike riders access to the digital world.

*Products delivered before July 2020 may require software update for torque increase from 75 Nm to 85 Nm.
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Which eBike type is for you?
What is your usual riding style and where do you ride? Which Drive Unit suits you best?

2. Drive Units1. Riding style 3. Displays
Which display offers the right functions?

4. How far do you want to go?
The charts below provide an overview of battery range* in relation to varying conditions:

Mountains: Very sporty riding in
challenging terrain on unpaved 
paths.

Tours: Sporty riding and longer
distances, predominantly on paved
paths and roads.

Suburban: Comfortable riding or
commuting, primarily on surfaced
roads and cycle paths with
moderate inclines.

City: Relaxed riding or commuting
on surfaced roads or cycle paths as
part of everyday life.
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eBike Connect smartphone app
The eBike Connect app connects 
Kiox and Nyon to the smartphone 
via Bluetooth. You can change 
settings or track your activities – for 
a very personal Connected Biking 
experience. In addition, all the relevant 
information is available in the ebike-
connect.com online portal and can be 
viewed or edited on a tablet or PC.

*Only in conjunction with a smartphone and the Cobi.Bike app.
** Only in conjunction with a smartphone and the eBike Connect app.
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* Average of combined use of all modes in difficult and favorable conditions.

 = Difficult conditions*     = Favorable conditions*

Purion Intuvia Kiox SmartphoneHub Nyon

5 riding modes

Shift recommendation

Walk assistance

High resolution display

Integrated display

USB charging option

Splash-proof

Navigation **  *

Fitness-Tracking **  *

Compatible with eShift

Compatible with DualBattery

Third-party apps  *

Theft protection

Additional features

eMTB mode
eMTB mode replaces the Sport 
mode of the Performance Line 
CX and can now also be used 
on eMTBs with Performance 
Line. It continuously switches 
between the Tour and Turbo 
riding modes for a natural 
riding sensation and maximum 
performance on the trail.

eShift
eShift is the integrated 
electronic gear shifting solution 
for anyone who wishes to focus 
on the essentials while eBiking.

Lock
Available for Kiox and Nyon 
computers. The Lock premium 
function disables motor 
support when the computer 
is unplugged. The eBike 
automatically unlocks when the 
same computer is plugged back 
in. The display and acoustic 
signals indicate whether the 
function is active. There is a 
one-time set-up fee through the 
eBike Connect app. 

eSuspension
E-Live Valve for the Performance 
Line CX is the first time FOX  
offers eMTB riders an 
electronically controllable 
suspension with Bosch eBike 
systems, which is designed for 
maximum fun on challenging 
trails.
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Calculate your approximate range using the Range Calculator at bosch-ebike.com
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COBI.Bike smartphone app
The SmartphoneHub uses the 
COBI.Bike app to connect to the 
smartphone via Bluetooth. The 
app provides the eBike rider with 
a fully integrated control center  
with real-time fitness data, ride 
planning and recording options, 
as well as voice output.
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Drive Units
The heart of the eBike

Brings enjoyment to everyday riding: Quiet, reliable 
and with a barely noticeable pedal resistance 
over 20 mph (32 km/h) – it makes spontaneous 
excursions even more adventurous. The power of 
the Active Line Plus Drive Unit is delivered smoothly 
to achieve a natural riding sensation.

Enjoy cycling in the city, even at rush hour: The 
controlled acceleration and natural riding sensation 
at over 20 mph (32 km/h) or when switched off turns 
every trip into an experience. The quiet Drive Unit fits 
perfectly inside the bicycle frame and its light overall 
weight improves the bike’s handling.

The new Performance Line CX is the most powerful 
drive from Bosch. Developed for ambitious riders, 
it is lightweight and compact and offers a natural 
riding sensation. With up to 340% of perfectly 
delivered support and the power of eMTB mode, it 
takes the joy of eMountain biking to the next level.

The Performance Line Speed offers even more power to speed you 
through your daily journey. It supports eBikes with up to 85 Nm of 
torque and up to 28 mph despite its modest weight. High speeds are 
reached quickly and safely – the perfect way to cover long distances 
with ease.

Active Line Plus
For everyday adventures

Active Line 
Discover the city

Performance Line CX
For the perfect uphill flow

Performance Line Speed
Fast and dynamic

85

Max.
torque

340%
Max.
drive

28mph

Drive
Unit

The new Performance Line Sport is the ideal drive system for longer 
rides and extended challenges. It accelerates smoothly over 20 mph, 
with a maximum speed of 28 mph. This drive particularly demonstrates 
its strength at high cadences, providing that extra dose of fun, especially 
on hilly terrain.

Performance Line Sport
For peak performance

65

Max.
torque

300%
Max.
drive

28mph

Drive
Unit

The Performance Line is the most versatile drive system from Bosch. 
The quiet Drive Unit provides support up to 20 mph (32 km/h) and 
offers a convincingly natural sporty riding sensation. With a torque of 
65 Nm, it helps riders get the most out of outings in mountain terrain.

Performance Line
For limitless freedom

65

Max.
torque

300%
Max.
drive

20mph 
32km/h

Drive
Unit

85

Max.
torque

340%
Max.
drive

20mph 
32km/h

Drive
Unit

Cargo Line Speed
Fast and controlled

The Cargo Line Speed* is ideal for longer distances. It unleashes its 
power even at low cadences up to 28 mph, allowing you to achieve 
speeds even when carrying heavy loads. The perfect solution for 
delivery runs or for everyday transport jobs. 

Max.
torque

400%
Max.
drive

28mph

Drive
Unit

50

Max.
torque

270%
Max.
drive

20mph 
32km/h

Drive
Unit

40

Max.
torque

250%
Max.
drive

20mph 
32km/h

Drive
Unit

Cargo Line 
Transport made easy With a separate product line for cargo bikes, Bosch eBike Systems sets 

new standards in the urban transport sector. The Cargo Line provides 
support up to 20mph (32 km/h) for a comfortable ride even when 
carrying a heavy load. 

Max.
torque

400%
Max.
drive

20mph 
32km/h

Drive
Unit

*Not available in Canada.

85

85

NEW

Sport
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Displays
Full support at your fingertips

Nyon
Connected all-rounder: The new Nyon paves 
the way for a fully connected eBike experience. 
The eBike Connect app connects the Nyon with 
the smartphone and exchanges data about 
routes and activities. The color display with 
touch screen and navigation functions supports 
eBike riders as they explore new places.

Kiox
The perfect choice for riders with 
sporty ambitions: Robust, compact 
and connected. The color display 
combines classic functions while also 
giving you access to the digital world 
via the eBike Connect smartphone 
app. 

Purion
All the important information a 
thumb-click away: The compact 
display is perfect for anyone who 
wants to concentrate on the key 
information. The display provides a 
clear overview of the charge status, 
speed, riding mode, range, trip 
distance and total distance.

Riding modes 
At a glance

Bosch eBike displays offer the right 
riding mode for every situation. There 
are four support levels and a walk 
assistance feature.

Eco
Effective support with maximum efficiency for 
the greatest range.

Tour
Uniform support for rides with long ranges.

KioxIntuviaPurion SmartphoneHub

* Depending on the eBike type, the eMTB mode replaces Sport mode in the Performance Line and the Performance Line CX.

Sport
Powerful support for universal usage for both sporty 
riding and fast commuting in urban traffic.

Turbo
Direct, maximum power support up to the highest 
cadences for sporty riding.

Off
No support, all display functions are available.

Active walking assistance
Activate the well-controlled support up  
to 4 mph (6 km/h). For the greatest 
possible safety, walk assistance is 
activated in two stages.

eMTB*
Progressive support for a natural riding sensation 
and optimal control on demanding terrain.

Intuvia
Intuvia offers optimized ease of use: 
All riding data (speed, distance, trip 
time and range) can be called up 
at any time and the display is easy 
to read even in bright sunlight. The 
separate control unit enables the 
Intuvia to be operated with just your 
thumb.

SmartphoneHub
Intelligence on your handlebar: Thanks to your 
smartphone and the COBI.Bike app, the new 
SmartphoneHub becomes an intelligent control center 
for navigation, activities and other services. The 
integrated display shows the most important riding 
data, even without a smartphone attached.

NEW

Nyon
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Batteries
Powerful in every design

Chargers
Energy in an instant

PowerPack 400 / 500
Bosch has the perfect battery for any need. The Bosch 
PowerPacks 400 and 500 are available as frame or rack 
batteries. The lightweight lithium-ion batteries are easy to 
install and remove. The PowerPack can also be charged on 
the eBike via the charging socket.

DualBattery 1000 / 1250
Ideal for long-distance commuters and cargo riders. The 
combination of two new Bosch PowerTube 625 batteries 
delivers up to 1,250 Watt hours. Intelligent energy 
management control software charges both batteries.

PowerTube 400 / 500 / 625
Bosch PowerTubes have the power for any ride and thanks to 
their compact size and minimalist design, can be integrated 
with the eBike either horizontally or vertically. The lithium-
ion batteries can be integrated within the frame, ensuring 
carefree riding, while a safety catch prevents the batteries 
from falling out even on challenging terrain. 
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PowerPack 500

4.5 h
2.0 h

3.5 h
7.5 h

PowerTube 625

4.9 h
2.1 h

4.2 h
8.8 h

DualBattery 1250

9.8 h
4.2 h

8.4 h
17.6 h

PowerPack 400

3.5 h
1.5 h

2.5 h
6.5 h

PowerTube 400

Compact Charger
The 2A Compact Charger is the ideal charger for 
all eBike riders who are constantly on the move. It 
weighs less than 1.3 lbs. (600 g) and is 40% smaller 
than the Standard Charger – small enough to fit 
into any saddlebag. 

Standard Charger
The robust, functional 4A Standard Charger is the 
all-rounder among Bosch chargers. It offers the 
ideal balance of performance, weight and size and 
is extremely versatile.

*Advertised battery capacity is an approximation. Due to many different factors, the measured capacity of the battery may vary slightly from the advertised battery capacity.
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Kiox Nyon

eBike Connect smartphone app  
For Kiox and Nyon

Connectivity

The eBike Connect app connects Kiox and Nyon to the smartphone via Bluetooth. There you can change settings  
or track your activities – from route planning and navigation to fitness data analysis and much more. In addition, 
all the relevant information is available in the online portal at ebike-connect.com and can be viewed or  
edited on the tablet or PC. SmartphoneHub

COBI.Bike smartphone app 
For SmartphoneHub

The COBI.Bike app enables access to music and personal contacts, records fitness data, provides navigation 
and supports the sharing of routes within third-party apps. 

19 18   Bosch eBike Systems 2021

Connected Biking
Stay connected while on the move

Kiox
Sporty connectivity

Nyon
The all-rounder

Kiox offers ambitious eBike riders access to the digital world via the eBike Connect 
smartphone app, while also enabling them to navigate to their destination.

SmartphoneHub
Intelligence on your handlebar

The SmartphoneHub uses the COBI.Bike app to connect to the smartphone via Bluetooth. The app provides you with a modern, 
fully integrated control center - with real-time fitness data, navigation and recording options, as well as voice output. Motor data 
and battery range are also displayed in real time. 

 ▶ Navigation: The COBI.Bike app can act as an 
expert guide – either with 2D or 3D map view or in  
conjunction with the komoot online service. The 
navigation instructions are also issued by voice  
output as an option.

 ▶ Training partner: The COBI.Bike app turns the smartphone 
into a personal trainer by connecting to fitness and health 
services like Apple Health, Google Fit and Strava.

 ▶ Fitness data: The COBI.Bike app gives eBike riders a 
permanent overview of the most important training data 
such as performance, cadence and calorie consumption. 
This information can also be played back at the press of a 
button. It is also possible to connect a heart rate monitor.

 ▶ Entertainment: The easy way to listen to your favorite music 
or podcast. The COBI.Bike app allows eBike riders to access 
music and audio book streaming services, such as Spotify 
or Audible, which can be conveniently operated by remote 
control.

 ▶ Operability: The eBike can be operated intuitively with the 
smartphone and is designed for easy handling thanks to the 
control unit and voice output.

NEW

 ▶ Navigation: The computer is connected via Blue tooth and 
indicates the planned ride on the display as a line showing 
the route. Riders can easily plan their routes using the eBike 
Connect app or online portal and send them to Kiox via 
the app.

 ▶ Training: Kiox can be connected via BLE (Bluetooth Low 
Energy) to a heart rate monitor to check your heart rate and 

The new Nyon is the perfect companion for embarking on your fully connected eBike 
experience. The touch screen makes the all-in-one computer easy to use, and is 
operated using the separate control unit during your ride. Software updates and maps 
can be conveniently downloaded and installed over the air.

 ▶ Your fitness goals: The computer measures your pedal force 
and cadence to calculate how much power you generate. 
It also shows your actual calorie consumption and can be 
connected to a heart rate monitor.

 ▶ Additional theft protection: Thanks to the “Lock” premium 
function, motor support is disabled when unplugging the 
Nyon. The computer must be plugged back in to remove 
the electronic lock.

 ▶ Riding modes: This premium function can be purchased in 
the eBike Connect smartphone app and lets you create and 
configure your own riding modes. It allows you to perfectly 
adapt the motor support for different speeds to your own 
riding style.

 ▶ Individual screens: You can customize the user interface of 
the display to suit your specific requirements. This gives you 
a clear view of the information that you need at all times.

optimize your workout. Your activities are displayed on the 
eBike Connect online portal and app.

 ▶ Secure connection: ‘Lock’ is a clever, digital way to supple-
ment a mechanical lock - available for a small fee through 
the eBike Connect app. It disables motor support when 
the computer is unplugged. The eBike automatically unlocks 
when the same computer is plugged back in.



Upgrading your eBike
Bosch eBike Systems provides extensive and 
reliable aftersales service for your eBike. Many of 
our products can be upgraded ‒ so that your eBike 
system is always equipped with the components 
you want.

 ▶ Displays: All of our displays are available as  
retrofit kits. Make a switch ‒ for example from 
Intuvia to Purion.

 ▶ Batteries: Do you want an additional battery  
for even longer riding? Our batteries can be  
purchased directly from your dealer.

 ▶ Chargers: You can recharge your Bosch  
batteries quickly using our chargers. Compact 
and Standard Chargers are available from  
dealers.

Service Diagnostics
Adjustments (e.g. activate/deactivate walk 
assistance or the light function) can also be made 
to the eBike without voiding the warranty. For 
example, the eBike software can be updated in 
order to install the latest features or updates. 
Furthermore, configuration data and error codes 
can be read out from the eBike components and 
individual adjustments can be made. Moreover, this 
tool also includes a tuning detection feature. The 
diagnostic report shows the current status of the 
Bosch eBike components and contains a great deal 
of useful information.

Service
For worry-free cycling

Find your Bosch eBike retailer at:
bosch-ebike.com/us/service/dealer-search
bosch-ebike.com/ca/service/dealer-search

More than35  
brands in the United States and Canada 
are epowered by Bosch.

Easy access to service  
when you need it with over 4,400 
shops throughout United States 
and Canada. Find them on our 
dealer locator.

4,400+

11 Bosch  
technical  
representatives
in North America  
training the dealers.

Sustainability
On board right from the start

CO2 emissions from an eBike in use based on European energy consumption, source: internal calculations.

Sustainable mobility

The eBike allows individual travel that is healthy, eco logical and 
fun all at the same time. It is the pioneer of electro-mobility – 
and a response to resource scarcity, climate change, urbanization 
and rising emissions. eBikes are an effective and efficient means 
of transport, particularly over short distances. People who ride 
eBikes get around faster, cheaper and with less environmental 
impact. At the same time the eBike expands the options available 
with the bicycle. Longer distances and bigger climbs are easier 
to manage with electric support, so eBikes are being used more 
often and for longer distances. They also offer plenty of benefits 
as transport solutions - electric Cargo bikes are practical and 
space-saving and enable fast, clean mobility.

Sustainable use of raw materials

The CO₂footprint of an eBike is largely determined by the produc-
tion, use and recycling of the battery. The longer an eBike is used 
and the more trips by other means of transport it replaces, the 
better for the environment. To ensure that valuable raw materials 
can be reused at the end of its service life, the battery must 
be properly recycled. Dealers will take back used batteries and 
return them to the recycling system. 

However, eBike riders can also help minimize their CO₂footprint. 
Correct handling and appropriate storage can significantly extend 
the service life of the battery.

Bosch aims to become completely climate-neutral.
From 2020, more than 400 Bosch locations worldwide – from development and production to administration – will no longer have a 
carbon footprint. Of course this also includes all Bosch eBike Systems locations.

"Invented for life" is the Bosch claim. Even during the development of a product, everything revolves around the question of how it 
can improve people's quality of life, minimize environmental pollution and how to reduce the consumption of resources even further 
in our work. Bosch eBike Systems is particularly committed to this claim.

21 322 582 802 1472 2302 CO₂ g/km

Less is more
Production

Recycling Use
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Active  
20 mph

(32 km/h)

Active Plus 
20 mph

(32 km/h)

Cargo
20 mph

(32 km/h)

Cargo Speed 
28 mph

Gear type 

Derailleur 
system /
hub gear 
system

Derailleur  
system /

hub gear system

Derailleur 
system /
hub gear 
system

Derailleur 
system

Support  
level (%)

TURBO: 250
SPORT: 170
TOUR: 100

ECO: 40

TURBO: 270/250
SPORT: 180/170

TOUR: 100
ECO: 40

TURBO: 400
SPORT: 240
TOUR: 140

ECO: 60

TURBO: 400
SPORT: 240
TOUR: 140

ECO: 60

Maximum 
possible
drive  
torque (Nm)
(converted to 
a gear ratio 
of 1:1
crankset to 
chainring)

TURBO: 40
SPORT: 38
TOUR: 35
ECO: 30

TURBO: 50
SPORT: 45
TOUR: 40
ECO: 35

TURBO: 85
SPORT: 60
TOUR: 50
ECO: 40

TURBO: 85
SPORT: 60
TOUR: 50
ECO: 40

Maximum 
cadence 
(rpm) with 
drive  
support

TURBO: 100
SPORT: 100
TOUR: 100
ECO: 100

TURBO: 105
SPORT: 105
TOUR: 105
ECO: 105

TURBO: >120
SPORT: >120
TOUR: >120
ECO: >120

TURBO: >120
SPORT: >120
TOUR: >120
ECO: >120

Start-up 
behavior Smooth Smooth, agile Powerful Powerful

Max support 
up to

20 mph  
(32 km/h)

20 mph  
(32 km/h)

20 mph  
(32 km/h) 28 mph

Backpedal 
function no/optional no/optional no no

Gear shift 
detection yes/no yes/no yes/no yes

Approx. 
weight

6.3 lbs.  
(2.9 kg)

7.1 lbs.  
(3.2 kg)

6.3 lbs.  
(2.9 kg)

6.3 lbs.  
(2.9 kg)

Performance 
20 mph

(32 km/h)

Performance Sport
28 mph

Performance Speed
28 mph

Performance CX
20 mph 

(32 km/h)

Derailleur 
system

Hub gear  
system** Derailleur system Derailleur system

Derailleur  
system /

hub gear system

TURBO: 300
SPORT/eMTB: 

120-300
TOUR: 120

ECO: 55

TURBO: 300
SPORT: 200
TOUR: 120

ECO: 55

TURBO: 300
SPORT: 200
TOUR: 120

ECO: 55

TURBO: 340
SPORT: 240
TOUR: 140

ECO: 60

TURBO: 340
eMTB: 140-340

TOUR: 140
ECO: 60

TURBO: 65
SPORT/eMTB: 60

TOUR: 45
ECO: 35

TURBO: 65
SPORT: 50
TOUR: 45
ECO: 35

TURBO: 65
SPORT: 60
TOUR: 45
ECO: 35

TURBO: 85
SPORT: 60
TOUR: 50
ECO: 40

TURBO: 85
eMTB: 85
TOUR: 50
ECO: 40

TURBO: >120
SPORT/eMTB: >120

TOUR: >120
ECO: >120

TURBO: >120
SPORT: >120
TOUR: >120
ECO: >120

TURBO: >120
SPORT: >120
TOUR: >120
ECO: >120

TURBO: >120
SPORT: >120
TOUR: >120
ECO: >120

TURBO: >120
eMTB: >120
TOUR: >120
ECO: >120

Sporty Dynamic Sporty Sporty Very Sporty

20 mph  
(32 km/h)

20 mph   
(32 km/h) 28 mph 28 mph 20 mph  

(32 km/h)

no optional no no no

yes no yes yes yes (dynamic)

7.1 lbs.  
(3.2 kg)

7.1 lbs.  
(3.2 kg)

6.3 lbs.  
(2.9 kg)

6.3 lbs.  
(2.9 kg)

6.3 lbs.  
(2.9 kg)

* Not available in Canada.
** Reduced torque on Shimano hub gear systems.

Drive Units
Technical DetailsCustomer FAQ

 ▶ What are  battery repairs, cell replacement and “refreshing” the battery?
“Some companies and internet-based service providers offer a battery repair, 
cell replacement or even a battery “refreshing” service: are these solutions 
suitable for repairing defective batteries?” 
Batteries manufactured by Bosch eBike Systems are finely tuned systems that 
require special expert knowledge to repair. A defective battery must always 
be replaced and then inspected by our service specialists. Opening or leaving 
a battery open can be dangerous: Repairing our batteries unprofessionally 
can lead to functional impairments and uncontrolled thermal reactions. 
Opening or modifying the batteries will void any warranty. This also applies 
for any other manipulations to the battery. If you have any questions about 
your battery, please always contact your local specialist retailer, who will get 
in touch with our service department.

 ▶ I have found a used battery for the Bosch eBike system online.  
Can I use it?
When purchasing used batteries, always make sure that they have not been 
damaged by their previous owner. Damaged batteries are occasionally 
available online but they pose a significant risk and can lead to dangerous 
malfunctions. Sometimes illegal or stolen goods are available online as well. 

 ▶ Are there alternative replacement batteries for the Bosch eBike system?
“I’ve found a low-cost replacement battery for the Bosch system online,  
but it was not manufactured by Bosch. Can I use this battery?”
We would strongly advise against using non-original Bosch replacement 
parts. The Bosch eBike system components are perfectly adapted to one 
another to provide maximum efficiency and safety.

 ▶ Can I purchase a converted eBike?
“I’d like to purchase a used eBike. The previous owner said that he made a 
“few improvements to the eBike components”. What do you think?”
Our advice: Always decline offers of this kind. The Bosch eBike system is 
designed for maximum safety and durability, all system components are 
controlled and mo nitored by very complex softwares. Any intervention in the 
system design will almost certainly have a negative effect on performance. 
Possible consequence: The safety of the rider is endangered and use of the 
system may contravene  statutory regulations.

 ▶ What warranty periods apply to the Bosch eBike system?
Robert Bosch LLC (“Bosch”) warrants that it will repair, replace or refund, 
at Bosch’s sole option, any Bosch eBike System component (“Product”) that 
has a significant non-conformance in materials or workmanship for a period 
of two years. The two year period begins from the date of original purchase 
by the end-consumer. Except as otherwise pre-approved in writing by Bosch, 
a Product utilized for commercial purposes will be warrantied for one year 
from date of first end-consumer purchase. This warranty only applies to the 
original purchaser and is not transferable. Ask your retailer for full terms and 
conditions.

 ▶ Does Bosch produce its own eBikes?
Bosch does not manufacture its own eBikes. As a provider of eBike 
systems, we work together with renowned bicycle manufacturers that 
develop eBikes. More than 35 well-known bicycle brands in North 
America already use eBike systems with the “epowered by Bosch” 
quality seal.

 ▶ Which bike brands offer the Bosch eBike system?
You can find an overview of all manufacturers that develop eBikes 
epowered by Bosch here: 
bosch-ebike.com/us/service/brands/ebike-brands.

 ▶ Is a dealer directory available?
Our dealer search provides details of all bicycle retailers who sell 
eBikes – epowered by Bosch. We recommend Bosch eBike experts 
in the United States and Canada in particular because they provide 
special professional advice. You can find an overview of all retailers 
who sell eBikes epowered by Bosch here: 
bosch-ebike.com/us/service/dealer-search.

 ▶ Is tuning allowed?
No, tuning is not permitted. Using a tuning kit or manipulating your Bosch 
eBike system in any other way will risk invalidating your guarantee and 
any warranty entitlements for the purchased bike. As a general rule, using 
the system improperly will also reduce the service life and risk causing 
damage to the drive unit and bike. You may also endanger your safety and 
the safety of other road users as well as incurring high personal liability 
costs and even criminal prosecution as a result of accidents attributed to 
tuning. Bosch eBike Systems therefore asks that all riders and providers 
refrain from tuning eBikes.

 ▶ Can a bike be retrofitted with the Bosch eBike system?
For technical reasons, the Bosch eBike system is not available as a retrofit 
kit. A special frame is required to integrate the drive system in the bike. 
Bicycle manufacturers produce the frame especially for eBikes epowered 
by Bosch. We work together with more than 35 manufacturers in North 
America. You can find an overview here: bosch-ebike.com/us/service/
brands/ebike-brands.

 ▶ Which parts of the Bosch drive system can riders repair 
themselves?
If an eBike fitted with the Bosch drive system develops a defect related 
to our eBike drive, we recommend consulting a Bosch certified bicycle 
retailer. This retailer will have the proper diagnostic tool to identify 
the exact problem. Even ambitious bicycle repair enthusiasts may 
not be able to repair the defect and there is a significant risk that 
unprofessional repairs will compromise the safety of the overall system.
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PowerPack 400 PowerPack 500 PowerTube 400 PowerTube 500 PowerTube 625

Mounting type Frame battery
Rack battery

Frame battery
Rack battery

In the frame:
Horizontal/vertical

In the frame:
Horizontal/vertical

In the frame:
Horizontal/vertical

Voltage 36 V 36 V 36 V 36 V 36 V

Capacity 11.0 Ah 13.4 Ah 11.0 Ah 13.4 Ah 16.7 Ah

Energy content 
approx. 400 Wh 500 Wh 400 Wh 500 Wh 625 Wh

Weight approx.
Frame battery:
Rack battery:

5.5 lbs. (2.5 kg)
5.7 lbs. (2.6 kg)

5.7 lbs. (2.6 kg)
5.9 lbs. (2.7 kg)

6.3 lbs. (2.9 kg)  6.3 lbs. (2.9 kg) 7.7 lbs. (3.5 kg)

Dimensions
Frame battery1:
Rack battery2:
Horizontal3:
Vertical4:

325 x 92 x 90 mm1

372 x 122 x 80 mm2
325 x 92 x 90 mm1

372 x 122 x 80 mm2

349 x 84 x 65 mm3

349 x 65 x 84 mm4
349 x 84 x 65 mm3

349 x 65 x 84 mm4
416 x 84 x 65 mm3 
416 x 65 x 84 mm4

Compatible with 
DualBattery

Compact Charger Standard Charger

Charging current max. 2 A max. 4 A

Voltage 100–240 V 100–240 V

Size approx. 160 x 75 x 45 mm 190 x 86 x 54 mm

Cable lengths approx. AC-Input: 1.5 m,
DC-Output: 1.0 m

AC-Input: 1.5 m,
DC-Output: 1.0 m

Weight approx. 1.3 lbs. (600 g) 1.7 lbs. (800 g)

Compatibility Active Line / Active Line Plus / Cargo Line / Cargo Line Speed / Performance Line / Performance Line Sport / Performance Line Speed  
/ Performance Line CX compatible

Chargers

E-Bike Electrical System  
UL 2849  
AS TO ELECTRIC SHOCK AND FIRE HAZARDS ONLY

Kiox Nyon SmartphoneHub

Hardware  
facts

 ▶ Transmissive 1.9-inch color display made from damage-resistant 
glass (208 × 274 pixels, 29 × 39 mm active range)

 ▶ Operation via the separate Remote Compact control unit 

 ▶ Walk Assist button on the separate Remote Compact control unit 

 ▶ The display mount is installed on the stem or the bicycle 
manufacturer has developed a specific holder solution using the 
modular mounting plate 

 ▶ Two buttons for on/off and light directly on the display 

 ▶ Ambient light sensor automatically controls the display's backlight

 ▶ Integrated rechargeable battery delivers power in off-board mode 
for approx. 20 minutes; on-board it is charged from the eBike 
battery 

 ▶ When the IPX7 USB cap is closed, it is protected against brief 
immersion in water

 ▶ Micro-AB-USB port for eBike system diagnostics by the dealer and 
for charging the Kiox battery and external devices, e. g. compatible 
smartphones 

 ▶ Temperature range: : 23° F (–5C°) to 104° F (40° C) (operation) 
and 14° F (–10° C) to 122° F (50° C) (storage)

 ▶ Transmissive 3.23-inch TFT color display with touch functionality  
(384 × 454 pixels, 16 million colors, 52 × 64 mm)

 ▶ Approx. 6 GB available memory

 ▶ Optimized anti-reflex coating

 ▶ Operation via the separate Remote Compact control unit

 ▶ Two buttons for switching on/off and light

 ▶ Walk Assist button on the separate Remote Compact control unit

 ▶ Two installation positions

 ▶ Integrated high-precision GNSS navigation module

 ▶ Fast double-core processor

 ▶ High-resolution barometric pressure sensor 

 ▶ Ambient light sensor automatically controls the display's backlight

 ▶ Integrated rechargeable battery delivers power in off-board mode 
for approx. 30 minutes; on-board it is charged from the eBike 
battery

 ▶ When the IPX5 USB cap is closed, it is protected against the 
elements

 ▶ Micro-AB-USB port for eBike system diagnostics by the dealer and 
for charging the Nyon battery 

 ▶ Temperature range: : 23° F (–5C°) to 104° F (40° C) (operation) 
and 14° F (–10° C) to 122° F (50° C) (storage)

 ▶ Dimensions: 33 x 93 x 68 (H x W x D) 

 ▶ Weight: approx. 120 g

 ▶ Integrated 1.52-inch LC display (192 x 64 pixels)

 ▶ Universal smartphone mount with a width of  
58.6 - 78.1 mm (including the smartphone case if necessary),  
optional mount especially for iPhones 

 ▶ The smartphone can be charged via the supplied USB cable on the 
hub or directly using an iPhone mount (accessory)

 ▶ Operation via the separate Remote Compact control unit Walk 
assistance button on the separate Remote Compact control unit 

 ▶ The battery integrated in the SmartphoneHub delivers  
approx. 2.5 hours of power without an eBike rechargeable battery; 
otherwise SmartphoneHub is charged from the eBike battery 

 ▶ Ambient light sensor automatically controls the display's backlight

 ▶ When the IP54 USB cap is closed, it is protected against dust and 
splashes

 ▶ Walk Assist button on the separate Remote Compact control unit

 ▶ Temperature range: : 23° F (–5C°) to 104° F (40° C) (operation) 
and 14° F (–10° C) to 122° F (50° C) (storage)

 ▶ Light control via the separate Remote Compact control unit or 
smartphone 

 ▶ Micro-AB-USB port can be used by specialist dealers to perform 
diagnostic tasks on the eBike system and also to charge the 
smartphone

Connectivity 
Facts

 ▶ Recording activities 

 ▶ Smartphone app for compatible smartphones: Android version 5.1  
or higher and iOS version 10 or higher

 ▶ The activity list and details of the relevant activity are displayed 
in the app

 ▶ Bluetooth connectivity (Bluetooth 4.2 Low Energy), e. g. for heart 
rate monitors

 ▶ Software update via app 

 ▶ Synchronization via WiFi or Bluetooth Low Energy

 ▶ Smartphone app for compatible smartphones: Android version 5.1  
or higher and iOS version 10 or higher

 ▶ Online portal (dashboard, activities, route planning) 

 ▶ Bluetooth connectivity to compatible smartphones 

 ▶ Bluetooth connectivity (Bluetooth 4.2 Low Energy), e. g. for heart 
rate monitors

 ▶ Smartphone app for compatible smartphones  
(Android: at least 5.0; iOS: at least 11.2)

 ▶ Bluetooth connectivity (Bluetooth 4.1 Low Energy)

 ▶ 2D/3D offline navigation

 ▶ MinuteCast™: Information on the latest weather conditions, 
including likelihood of rain

 ▶ Fitness tracking with voice output, average values and individual 
fitness ranges

 ▶ Automatic route and fitness tracking via komoot, Strava,  
Apple Health and Google Fit

 ▶ Control of audio apps such as Spotify and Audible, as well as 
podcasts. Volume control is achieved via the separate control unit

 ▶ Make calls

 ▶ Update the SmartphoneHub software via the COBI.Bike 
smartphone app

BatteriesDisplays
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